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ABSTRACT: By studying the regio- and chemoselectivity
of fluoro-substituted thienothiophene and benzodithio-
phene copolymers, we found polymers made from
conventional one-pot polycondensation reaction consist
of two distinctly different segments with a ratio of 0.36/
0.64. Through further comparative studies of neat
regioregular polymers based on each individual segment,
we have identified the specific segment that contributes to
the superior absorption, packing order, and charge
mobility in the corresponding polymers. The unique
structure−property relationships are the result of cooper-
ative molecular arrangements of the key segment and
noncovalent interaction between the fluoro group and the
aromatic proton on the thiophene side-chain of the
polymers.

Donor−acceptor (D−A) conjugated polymers with alter-
nating electron-rich (donor) and electron-deficient

(acceptor) units have been widely employed as crucial
components for organic electronics.1−6 Over the past few
years, a large number of conjugated copolymers have been
developed, with the focus of the studies emphasized primarily on
tuning their optical and electronic properties by varying the D−A
combinations.7,8 Since these copolymers are commonly
synthesized through one-pot polycondensation reaction between
the corresponding D and A monomers, an unresolved complex
issue is to define the actual polymer structure arising from the
different regio- and chemoselectivity of the reactive intermedi-
ates during polymerization.9,10 For instance, homocoupling of
monomer occurs sometimes resulting in structural defects of
polymers.11,12 The situation becomes even more complicated
when asymmetric monomers are involved in polymerization,
bringing the issue of regioregularity in the resultant poly-
mers.13,14 Previous studies have demonstrated that regioregular
polymer affords enhanced solid-state packing order, which
results in significantly increased charge-transporting properties
than those obtained from regiorandom polymer of the same
compositions.13−16 Although these structural factors affect
polymer optoelectronic properties, they are often neglected.
Therefore, clear structure−property relationships between these
aspects need to be established to facilitate rational design of
efficient D−A conjugated polymers.

Among the reported D−A conjugated polymers, PBDT-FTT
analogues comprising benzodithiophene (BDT) and fluoro-
substituted thieno[3,4-b]thiophene (FTT) moieties are very
attractive for their capability of producing high efficiencies in
organic photovoltaics (OPVs).17−19 For example, polymer PTB7
shows a high power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 7−9%.20
After replacing the alkoxy group in BDT with the alkyl
substituted thiophene (BDTT), a new polymer PTB7-Th can
reach ∼10% PCE.21−24 Nevertheless, a critical challenge that
remains unsolved is the undefined backbone structures for these
polymers. This is due to the specific regio- and chemopreference
of asymmetric FTT affecting the reaction rate during the
polymerization. The undetermined structures hinder the deeper
understanding of the structure−property relationships in PBDT-
FTT polymers, which prevents the rapid development of new
superior materials.
In this work, the commonly studied PTB7-Th was employed

as the representative polymer in the PBDT-FTT family to reveal
that two segments (with a ratio of 0.36/0.64) were formed from
the routine polycondensation reaction. This structural feature
originates from the exclusive regioselectivity at the 6-position of
the asymmetric FTT, and the preferential chemoselectivity to
form an A−D−A intermediate during polymerization. More
importantly, the studies of regioregular polymers based on 100%
individual segment show that it correlates well with the improved
polymer absorption, solid-state packing, and charge mobility.
This structure−property relationship is derived from the
cooperative effect of unique molecular arrangement and the
weak interactions between the fluoro atom and the side-chains
on polymers.
Since the structural diversity of PTB7-Th is mainly caused by

FTT that possesses two asymmetric reactive sites at 4- and 6-
positions (see Scheme 1), the regioselectivity of FTT is studied.
The M0 (D−A−D) was first made by utilizing 1 equiv (eq) of
FTT and 2 eq of BDTT in a Stille coupling reaction to serve as
the reference because it possesses well-defined structure where
both the 4- and 6-positions of FTT are substituted with BDTT.
Then, the ratio of FTT to BDTT in the Stille reaction was
increased to 1:1 and 2:1 so that only one of the FTT positions
was substituted to form M1 (D−A) and M2 (A−D−A),
respectively. As seen in Figure S1, the 1H NMR spectrum of
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M0 shows two thiophene protons (H1 and H2) adjacent to FTT
exhibit two different singlet signals, in which the peak at 8.01
ppm in lower field is attributed to the H1 located at the same side
of the F atom, while the H2 peak is at 7.77 ppm. Surprisingly,
only the singlet peaks of H3 (∼7.94 ppm) and H4 (∼7.90 ppm)
appear for M1 and M2, suggesting only one isomer is formed in
M1 and M2. The chemical shifts of H3 and H4 move to lower
field relative to H2, which fit the less electron-rich nature of M1
and M2, indicating FTT in M1 and M2 are exclusively
substituted at its 6-position. This is consistent with the high
regioselectivity of thieno[3,4-b]thiophene derivative observed in
previous reports.25

On the basis of the exclusive regioselectivity of FTT, there are
two potential routes for the initial stage polymerization of PTB7-
Th, leading to two different segments, namely, as unit A and unit
B. As shown in Scheme 2a, both BDTT-diTin and FTTwould be
consumed at the same rate to convert intoM1-Tin, which further
polymerizes to form unit A-rich regioregular polymer (P1) in
route 1. In route 2, BDTT-diTin will react with 2 eq of FTT
initially to form M2, leaving an identical amount of unreacted

BDTT-diTin. The subsequent polymerization will yield unit B-
rich regioregular polymer (P2). During polymerization, these
two routes may proceed simultaneously and compete against
each other. However, the chemoselectivity of polymerization on
the choice of route 1 and/or route 2, which determines the ratio
between units A and B in PTB7-Th, is still unclear. Therefore,
NMR spectroscopy was used to estimate this; however, it failed
due to overlapped broad proton signals of the polymers.
Noting the possible polymerization pathways revealed that the

amount of M2 formed should be equal to that of the unreacted
BDTT-diTin at the very moment FTT is completely consumed.
As shown in Scheme 2b, a model polymerization reaction was
conducted under the same conditions21 reported for preparing
PTB7-Th except using different solvent. Since the addition of
DMF is known to accelerate the Stille coupling reaction,10 only
toluene was utilized in the model reaction to facilitate the
monitoring of reaction. By monitoring with thin layer
chromatography (TLC), the model reaction was terminated as
soon as the FTT was fully consumed (see SI for details). Along
with various oligomers, 0.32 eq of nonpolar BDTT was facilely
recovered, which indicates at least 0.32 eq of M2 (A−D−A) was
formed at the initial stage then completely converted into
segment B (D−A−D−A). It suggests that 64% (0.32 × 2) of the
total BDTT-diTin (D) and FTT (A) adopt the route 2 at the
initial stage of polymerization, leading to more than 64% of unit
B as the dominant segment in PTB7-Th.
Based on this structural information, the studies were directed

to identify the influences of units A and B on polymer properties.
Three polymers with different backbone regioregularity were
synthesized from the corresponding monomers under the same
conditions. P1 and P2 comprise the neat unit A and unit B on
their backbones, respectively. P3 is prepared from the same
procedure reported for commonly used PTB7-Th,21 which
consists of 36% unit A and 64% unit B as shown. The polymer
structures are displayed in Scheme 2, and experimental details are
in SI. These polymers show good and comparable molecular
weight (Mn) and polydispersity index (PDI), 73 kDa/2.3, 78
kDa/1.5, and 56 kDa/1.5 for P1, P2, and P3, respectively.

Scheme 1. Synthetic Routes for Monomers M0, M1, and M2

Scheme 2. (a) Possible Pathways for PTB7-Th Polymerization; (b) Model Polymerization of PTB7-Th
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The chemical structures of these polymers were characterized
by 1H NMR spectroscopy. As above-mentioned, it is difficult to
distinguish the features for units A and B in NMR spectra due to
overlapped signals. As shown in Figure S2, P1 and P2 show
significantly different signals around 7.45 and 7.05 ppm, which
correspond to the aromatic protons on the thiophene side-
chains. There are obvious shoulder peaks adjacent to the main
peaks in the NMR spectrum of P1, indicating the interaction
exists with the thiophene side-chains, which leads to varied
chemical environments for these protons. These protons on P2
appear to be two different peaks with similar intensities,
suggesting that the interaction has more influence on P2
compared to P1. The NMR spectrum of P3 shows features from
both P1 and P2. The interaction on thiophene side-chains can be
further elucidated by studying the effect of fluorination.
To study the influence of varied repeat units on molecular

arrangements of P1, P2, and P3, the UV−vis absorption spectra
are acquired for these three polymers in dilute solution, and the
results are shown in Figure 1a. All three polymers exhibit

intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) peaks (∼630 nm) and
aggregation peaks (∼700 nm). However, the ICT peaks of P2
and P3 show∼17% enhanced intensities compared to that of P1,
indicating unit B-rich polymers P2 and P3 have higher effective
conjugation lengths. Moreover, significantly different aggrega-
tion-induced peaks are also observed in which P1 displays the
weakest aggregation peak among all three polymers, while the
peak in P2 is the strongest with 2- and 1.2-fold higher intensity
compared to those of P1 and P3, respectively. These absorption
features suggest that the planarity and chain packing of polymers
are gradually enhanced with the increasing ratio of unit B in the
polymers.
To further investigate the chain packing of polymers, grazing-

incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) was performed
on spin-coated pristine polymer films. As shown in Figure 1c, all
three polymers show preferable face-on crystalline orientation
and out-of-plane π−π stacking, but the diffraction peaks for P1
and P3 show relatively broad distributions in azimuth compared
with those of P2. The mosaicity of π−π stacking peaks is
quantified to analyze their orientation disorder of the crystallite
in each film (see SI for details of the GIWAXS data analysis).

Figure 1b shows the mosaicity of these three polymers, 48.4°,
33.0°, and 45.0° for P1, P2 and P3, respectively, indicating P2 has
the highest order of orientation, while P1 has the lowest.
Moreover, field-effect transistors (FETs) were used to evaluate
charge-transporting characteristics of these polymers because
charge mobility of polymers is significantly affected by their
structural planarity and solid-state packing order. As shown in
Figure S3, P1 shows a hole-mobility of 2.0 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1,
while the mobility of P2 (1.5 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1) is almost 1
order of magnitude higher than that of P1 and P3 (5.7× 10−3 cm2

V−1 s−1). These results are in good agreement with the features
observed in UV−vis absorption and GIWAXS measurements.
This indicates that structural diversity of unit A and unit B
strongly affects polymer properties in both solid-state and
solution.
Especially, the ratio of unit B in polymer backbone (in the

order of P1 < P3 < P2) leads to stronger absorption, improved
packing order, and higher charge mobility. Comparing two
segments, unit A and unit B, the main difference lies on the
orientation of FTT unit and F-directing point. In these
structures, the fluoro atoms play an important role in
determining polymer conformation through noncovalent
interaction, in addition to influencing the frontier orbitals of
polymers.26,27 Liu et al. have previously found that the OPV
efficiency improved with the increasing F-content in PTB7-Th;28

however, He et al. have also suggested that the F-dependent
effect is less obvious in PTB7 case.29 Note that the major
difference between PTB7 and PTB7-Th are the side-chains on
the BTT unit. Clarifying the correlation between these
interesting observations will benefit the design of future superior
materials.
The effect of fluorination on polymer conformation is further

studied, in particular for the side-chain rotation, by using
dynamic proton NMR. Because polymers are not suitable for
these studies due to indistinguishable proton signals at low
temperature, model compound M0 is employed for this
investigation. It has one BDTT unit adjacent to the FTT fluoro
atom, while the other one is located at the opposite side. As
shown in Figure 2, the aromatic protons e1 and e2 on the
thiophene side-chains near the fluoro atom split from one peak
(0 °C) to two different peaks (below −10 °C) with decreased
temperature. On the contrary, e3 and e4 of the other BDTT at
the opposite side of the fluoro atom remain one peak with only a
slight shift under varied temperatures. The large change of
chemical shift precludes the possibility of a spin−spin coupling
caused doublet, indicating e1 and e2 are actually under different
chemical environments (for instance, e1 is interacting with fluoro
atom, whereas e2 is not). In addition, Figure S4 also shows the
temperature-dependent 19F NMR spectra, in which the peak
becomes broadened by judging from the change of full width at
half-maximum (fwhm) when the temperature was gradually
decreased from 0 to −30 °C. These features found in dynamic
NMR suggest that a weak noncovalent interaction is present
between the fluoro atom on FTT and the aromatic proton of
thiophene side-chain on BDTT, which is in good agreement with
the NMR spectra of polymers.This result also explains the effect
of different fluoro content on PTB7-Th and PTB7 performance
due to the lack of aromatic side-chains in the latter. Although this
interaction presents in both unit A and B, P1 and P2 show
significantly different properties, which may be rationalized by
their different polymer backbone architecture. As shown in
Figure S5, each BDTT unit in P1 interacts with only one fluoro
atom, whereas half the numbers of BDTT units are

Figure 1. (a) UV−vis absorption spectra in 5× 10−6M dichlorobenzene
solution. (b) Voigt profiles, which were fitted to pole figures obtained by
processing the 2-dimensional GIWAXS data for P1, P2, and P3 shown in
panel c.
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simultaneously affected by two fluoro atoms in P2, indicating
both thiophene side-chains were locked locally.
In conclusion, we have employed an integrative chemical

approach to systematically investigate the regioselectivity and
chemoselectivity in PTB7-Th polymerization. The methodology
detailed here provides considerable insights to study other
polymer classes containing asymmetric monomers. Based on the
studies of model monomers and reactions, we reveal that the
commonly used PTB7-Th from one-pot polymerization consists
of two major segments, in which the dominant one exceeds 64%
in overall content. Interestingly, the higher ratio of this key
segment in polymer leads to superior absorption, ordered
packing, and charge mobility. Dynamic NMR studies further
verify the presence of noncovalent interactions between the
fluoro atom of the FTT and the thiophene side-chain of BDTT,
resulting in a more rigid and planar structure of dominant
segment. These studies help elucidating the structure−property
relationships of high performance polymers to provide new
insights for rational design of superior optoelectronic materials.
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Figure 2. Dynamic 1H NMR of M0 in deuterated chloroform solution
(30 mg/mL).
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